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Abstract—The Semantic Web technology is an efficient mechanism to query or infer knowledge on a global scale using the internet by providing logical reasoning through rule based system. In this paper application of semantic web technology is discussed in context of agriculture knowledge management and delivery. In agriculture, adoption of newly developed technology is essential to enhance crop production. However, timely dissemination of authenticated agriculture information for decision making at larger scale to diversified end user has always been a challenge due to several reasons. One of the reasons is storing and delivering agriculture knowledge in machine readable form. In this paper a frame work based on semantic web is presented for collection, storing and updating of agricultural information at centralized location and delivering knowledge through intelligent decision support system through semantic web. The frame work utilizes rule based system for querying information from agriculture knowledge base.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural research ensures food security of a nation. Developing agricultural technology and its dissemination to end user is the only option for sustainable agriculture development. The timely communication of newly developed research based technology to end-user for adoption is a challenge. The wider gap is always existed between development of technology and its adoption at farm level due to absence of efficient mechanism for delivery of information to end-user [9]. The conventional method of agricultural extension supported by use of information technology can fill the wider gap for access to agricultural information.

Crop production management is an essential component in agriculture. Monitoring of several activities are required during plant growth to ensure appropriate development of plant and maximize yield. Decision involved are planning pertaining to pre cultivation (selection of varieties, land preparation etc) monitoring during cultivation & growth (irrigation management, fertilizer application) and post harvest management. Feasible decision making requires access to latest relevant information to use appropriate technology, methods. Secondly, processing information with expert perspective and propose solution or action for end-user.

Presently computer science and information technology provide enormous opportunities for dissemination of information in every field of life [1]. From a standalone computer application or database on a machine to an organizational network or World Wide Web information can be process and disseminated quickly and efficiently. Several types of DSS has been developed in agriculture [7] and [11]. An ontology based domain rule development has been discussed by [8]. An intelligent plant disease diagnoses system has been presented by [10] and [11].

The ontology based knowledge engineering in agriculture is discussed by [2]. Burney has proposed a Bayesian network for wheat disease diagnoses in production management [12].

The utilization of semantic web for decision support has relevance particularly in agriculture. The Semantic Web shares many goals with Decision Support Systems (DSS) mainly to interpret information precisely to deliver relevant reliable and accurate information to a end user irrespective of time and location. While DSS have more specific goals, since the information need is targeted towards making a particular decision, e.g., selecting a particular crop variety for improved yield

In this research a case study of knowledge management of wheat production technology in Pakistan is under taken. A frame work and rule based system is presented for decision making in wheat production management through semantic web. Section I contain introduction, Section II discuss challenges and issues in wheat production management, Section III discuss semantic web technology, Section IV present an efficient rule based systems for framing queries and retrieval information through semantic web. Conclusion is discussed in Section V

II. DYNAMICS IN DISSEMINATION OF AGRICULTURE TECHNOLOGY

Sustainable agricultural development requires adaptation and incorporation of new technologies developed to enhance agricultural production. The technology may involve development of new varieties, agricultural production management, water management or crop protection. Adaptation of these technologies involves continuous updating of knowledge regarding a particular technology and processing of information by expert to deliver appropriate solution to problem in agriculture. High level human expertise in agriculture, like other disciplines of science, are not only scares but also costly. Beside this expert knowledge in
agriculture require mass dissemination of information to large audience of end-users including policy makers, researcher, extension people and ultimately to farmer. Conventional means of communication of agricultural information have limited scope of knowledge acquisition, processing and instant delivery to end-user. Computer based systems [7] and soft computing models can provide an effective and efficient knowledge management [3]. Knowledge engineering in domain of agriculture comprises three basic component. Knowledge acquisition & representation, information processing and delivering of possible solution.

In a system where a number of experts contribute to knowledge base it is challenging to develop a consensus on various options. Therefore developing a mechanism for consensus of expert is essential in knowledge base system. [1] has proposed a system to increase group consensus which is based on consistency as well as measuring consensus together with maintaining the individual opinion of each expert.

A. Spatio Temporal Variation

Spatio temporal variation is one of the challenge in development of DSS in agriculture. Wheat production technology significantly varies across the country based on environmental parameter. Research system has developed various wheat varieties which are suitable to particular zone. The variation not only affects wheat quality and yield but risk associated with the attack of diseases and pest of wheat crop. Particular disease and pest are more vulnerable in particular environment. Like intensity of pest reduces by increase of temperature. Beside this within agricultural zone (spatial variation) temporal variation also come into focus. Yield of wheat is affected by the planting date of wheat variety. With late sowing of crop yield is reduced over time. Developing a computing model which captures this spatio temporal variation is essential.

B. Uncertainty

Crop growth in agriculture encompasses several uncertain situation, weather condition, timely access to agricultural input, spread of disease & pest and scheduling of competing crop. Predicting the uncertain outcome is essential for timely decision making in wheat growth. Whether timely harvest of previous crop will affect planting date of wheat? How temperature and humidity over next week will favor growth of pest? Whether required fertilizer will be available in market for timely application? These are the question which requires accurate answer (as much as possible) for sustainable growth of wheat. To some extend wheat yield is a game of chance also. The combination any of these uncertain situations can lead to make or break scenario of wheat crop. It is not very uncommon that uncertain weather condition may destroy wheat crop completely. No soft computing model for management of crop can succeeds without capturing inherent uncertainty in affecting factors. Luckily many methods in AI are capable of predicting uncertainty.

C. Knowledge Representation

Agriculture like any other discipline is huge canvas of knowledge comprising thousands of concepts and hundreds of relationships between those concepts. Representing knowledge in machine readable form is the basic element in developing computing system. However, agriculture is different in the sense that it contain common simple to understand concepts like suitable varieties along with highly technical information like agronomy, pathology and entomology etc. Agriculture had very varied audience; on one end are the farmers mostly accustomed with conventional terminology in local language and on the other end is sophisticated scientific community of researcher who are supposed to develop or update agriculture knowledge. Developing a common frame work which is capable of this varied semantic level of the audience is real challenge which is successfully addressed in this research. Development of Owl based ontology [13] is an option for knowledge representation in agriculture. The advantage of OWL base ontology is the fact that owl and RDF are effective tools of semantic web [6].

III. SEMANTIC WEB

The Semantic Web is the latest development for real time sharing of information on internet. Semantic web facilitate a common mechanism which allows sharing of data across different application, enterprise, and community. Semantic web expresses information in machine-readable form. It is the web that can be processed by machines in such a way that meaning of different concepts is commonly expressed. Technically semantic web is a giant data graph defined in RDF.

The common technology used in semantic web is OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontology expressed in RDF graph. OWL is a Semantic Web language designed to express knowledge about concepts and relations between concepts [13]. OWL is a logic-based computing language which may be used by computer systems. OWL ontology can be published in the World Wide Web and may refer to other ontology or other ontology use it [15]. The semantic web includes a stack of WC3 technology comprising OWL RDF, RDFS, SPARQL, etc. Basically Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a modeling language encompasses fast and flexible data modeling and efficient automated reasoning, OWL extends RDF (Resource Description Framework) and RDFS.

The semantic web use graph data model to store information and RDF is the format in which this information is written. The information contained in a Web resource is expressed in XML-based language using RDF for description. The resource can be knowledge base, a Web page, an entire Web site, or any item on the Web that contains information in some form. RDF can be used to define any of the resources. However in case of knowledge base or representation through ontology the resource may be a URI (uniform resources identifier), RDF is a tool of meta data description used for encoding, exchange, and reuse of structured data. The use of RDF is domain independent it has not generalized application without assumption about any particular domain, nor semantics is depended on domain.

The RDF [14] graph can be queried for knowledge search. SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is the language to query a RDF graph. Its syntax is almost
similar to SQL the main difference is SQL can query relational database while SPARQL can query NOSQL or database graph. In fact a SPARQL query can also be executed on any database that can be viewed as RDF via middleware. For instance, a relational database can be queried with SPARQL by converting Relational Database to RDF. SPARQL is capable of querying diverse data source no matter whether data is expressed in RDF or in a form which can be converted in to RDF both can be queried through SPARQL. SPARQL have capability to query several graph pattern using conjunction or disjunction attribute of the graph. The output of SPARQL queries can be results sets or another RDF graphs.

IV. FRAME WORK FOR SEMANTIC WEB WHEAT PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

In agriculture knowledge generation is scattered over many sources and by many roles. Traditionally in Pakistan agricultural knowledge is disseminated through conventional means through extension department. Agriculture Knowledge generator (researcher) has limited access to disseminator (extension worker) or vice versa. Secondly, communication between extension worker and ultimate user (farmer) is fragile. This wider gap can be filled only through unconventional means. A central knowledge base accessible to all stake holders can be achieved through web based technologies where authorized user with defined roles are provided with tools to update the required information. Centralized web based knowledge management and updating ensure timely availability of authenticated information.

We have suggested a frame work (Fig 1) for development of collaborative updating of knowledge to central repository by a panel of authorized person from research and non research establishment using common electronic tools of semantic web. This frame work not only ensures data authentication but remove data redundancy.

The second step of this process is mapping of the suggested frame work into a machine readable form to create a central knowledge repository which is achieved through semantic web (Fig 2). The frame work is used to collect information from relevant research institutes and department which may in the shape of databases, flat text file or other medium.

The semantic web comprises knowledge base development using owl ontology and mapping it through RDF. Reasoning the KB using WSRL rules or SPARQL query and delivering the information through URI. On the top of it is the web based user interface to interact with the end user. The user formulate query using interface and solution to problem is communicated by identifying relevant URI in the knowledgebase.

V. RULES BASED SYSTEM FOR QUERYING SEMANTIC WEB

Rules based expert system and rules are structured way of reasoning and classifying information. Production rules in the form of if & then clause are used to define or apply constrain in declarative manner. Domain rules are structured in informal, semi informal and formal ways. However, in knowledge base rules are expressed in formal system. Informal statements in natural language are transformed into formal language or rule execution language.

In semantic web rules can be developed by using Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). SWRL represent rules as well as define logic of extraction by combining OWL DL with the Rule Markup Language.

SWRL develop Horn-like rules by extending the set of OWL axioms which represent logical extraction from knowledge base. SWRL follow traditional rule construction in the form of an implication between an antecedent (body) and consequent (head). So SWRL rule can be read as: whenever the conditions declared in the antecedent are true, then the
A rule based on axiom consists of an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head), each of which consists of a set of atoms which may be possibly empty. Therefore, a URI reference can be assigned in axiom which could serve to identify the rule.

Rule:: = 'Implies( [URIRefERENCE] { annotation } antecedent consequent )'

antecedent:: = 'Antecedent( { atom } )'
consequent:: = 'Consequent( { atom } )'

Where both antecedent and consequent can be conjunctions of atoms written in the form

\[ a_1 \land \ldots \land a_2 \land \ldots \land a_n \]  

While variables are indicated by using a question mark (e.g., ?x). The advantage of SWRL rule is it can be represented in human readable form. In the abstract syntax the rule would be written like

\[ \text{Implies(Antecedent(Property1(I-variable(x1)))}) )  
\text{Property2(I-variable(x2))}) )  
\text{Consequent(Property3(I-variable(x1)))}) ) \]

The following rule describes selection of agricultural zone on the basis of district and province. When district is y and province is x agricultural zone is z

\[ \text{District(y) \land province(x) \rightarrow zone(z)} \]

Where LHS represent antecedent and RHS represent consequent. It may be noted that antecedent is conjunction of atom and properties while consequent is atomic.

In AI several methods can be used for formal expression or rules like SQL (Structured Query Language), ECA, predicate logic and propositional logic. In wheat production expert system ontology based predicate logic and axioms are used to define rules for extraction and updating of information from wheat knowledge base. Developing ontology based rule is three steps process [8] involving

- Express rule in informal natural language
- Express rule using ontology concepts and relationship
- Express rule in formal predicate logic

In wheat production management expert system conditions and actions are proposed by agriculture expert in natural language which is expressed into ontological expression and finally into SWRL syntax

Informal: if soil is loamy and soil condition is weak then apply 3 bag of NPK or 2 bag of DAP at the time of sowing.

Using ontological expression rule can be expressed as

\[ <\text{Soil}\text{has_type}>\text{loamy} \text{and} <\text{Soil}\text{has_condition}>\text{Weak} \text{then} <\text{Fertilizer}\text{has_name}>\text{NPK} <\text{hasQuantity}>\text{2 bags}, \text{Or} \]  
\[ <\text{Fertilizer}\text{has_name}>\text{DAP} <\text{hasQuantity}>\text{3 bags}, \text{and} <\text{Fertilizer}\text{has_timeof_application}>\text{at sowing} \]

The ontological expression is transformed into rule using SWRL syntax. So formal expression in predicate logic will be

\[ \text{SoilType(?x) \land SoilCondition(?y) \rightarrow Fertilizer(?z) \text{Fertilizer(?f) \land has_timeof_application(?t) \rightarrow has_quantity(?q)} \]

The terms in bracket represent variable which are replaced by named individual. The SWRL rules based knowledge can be queried using DL or SPARQL query. SPARQL query has sql like syntax as follows

\[ \text{SELECT ?subject ?object} \]
\[ \text{WHERE {?subject rdfs:subClassOf ?object}} \]

So using the query syntax quantity of fertilizer for weak soil can be retrieved using following query

\[ \text{SELECT ?Fertilizer ?quantity} \]
\[ \text{WHERE { soil ?has_condition weak}} \]

The three step process seamlessly transform parameter based question into to appropriate machine readable rule which extract required information from knowledgebase and delivered it through relevant semantic web URI

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper presents an intelligent DSS based on semantic web for facilitating the decision making in wheat production management. A frame work is proposed for deployment of DSS through semantic web. Effective decision support is provided with the development of ontology driven rule based system by considering both the characteristic of the problem and the requirements of the decision maker.

The applicability of the frame work is demonstrated through the example of decision support for wheat production management. The example shows that the proposed DSS framework has a number of advantages over data driven desktop based DSS. The proposed DSS has three specific advantage first its ensure wider dissemination through internet, secondly it represent knowledge in logical way by using ontology, thirdly it is intelligent. The DSS is intelligent in the sense that it not only effectively retrieves required information by efficient query but also infer the knowledge which is not physically present in the knowledge base by extending logical reasoning of an expert through build in rule based system. In domain of agriculture updating of knowledge at wider scale through many sources is equally essential as retrieving of information. The ontology based semantic web resolve this issue effectively by providing a mechanism following logical updating and resolving conflicting information at real time. The knowledge is not updated until it meets required protocol.
Application of semantic web in agriculture is particularly becoming more relevant as generation of knowledge is scattered over many sources so updating of knowledge become more feasible with minimum IT resources available which is one of the main constraint in under developing countries. This paper proposes a system which can be implemented economically at wider scale. The proposed frame work ensures scalability and interoperability as it can be modified for other crops also.

The proposed system has one limitation that, as the new knowledge is generated obsolete information should be discarded automatically as removal of outdated information is essentially important. The next research topic related to this study is to develop an automated process which can periodically identify obsolete information, validate in context of new information and update it accordingly.
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